
FOLD & STICK

WIN!
LOSE

INSTRUCTIONS

Attach to cardboard and 
cut out the shape including the tabs.

Fold & stick the tabs to 
make the tetrahedral dice.

In this game, 
the player makes a bet and 

rolls a tetrahedral dice 
(an equilateral pyramid).

If the dice lands on WIN!
the player gets double their bet.

If the dice lands on LOSE
they lose their bet.

Dicey Dice!

Is this game fair?
Why? Why not?

Can you calculate the % probability 
of winning or losing?

If the player plays 100 times, 
how many times would they win?

If the player bet £1 each time, 
how much would they win/lose?

Construct the game and let someone play it 
20, 25 or 50 times 

and record the results.



Super Spinner!

In this game, 
the player makes a bet and 
spins the octagonal spinner.

If the spinner lands on WIN!
the player gets double their bet.

If the spinner lands on LOSE
they lose their bet.

Is this game fair?
Why? Why not?

Can you calculate the % probability 
of winning or losing?

If the player plays 100 times, 
how many times would they win?

If the player bet £1 each time, 
how much would they win/lose?WIN!

INSTRUCTIONS

Attach to cardboard, cut out and 
carefully push a pencil through 

the centre hole.

Construct the game and let someone play it 
20, 25 or 50 times 

and record the results.
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In this game, 
the player makes a bet and 

throws a coin or dice into the tray.

The ‘casino employee’ decides whether 
the dice is on 

a  WIN! or a LOSE square.

If the dice lands on WIN!
the player gets double their bet.

If the dice lands on LOSE
they lose their bet.

If the coin/dice hits any side then the 
player must re-throw!

Lucky Landing!

Is this game fair?
Why? Why not?

Can you calculate the % probability 
of winning or losing?

If the player plays 100 times, 
how many times would they win?

If the player bet £1 each time, 
how much would they win/lose?

Construct the game and let someone play it 
20, 25 or 50 times 

and record the results.
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In this game, 
the player makes a bet and 

throws a coin or dice into the tray.

The ‘casino employee’ decides whether 
the dice is on 

a  WIN! or a LOSE square.

If the dice lands on WIN!
the player gets double their bet.

If the dice lands on LOSE
they lose their bet.

If the coin/dice hits any side then the 
player must re-throw!

Lucky Landing!

Is this game fair?
Why? Why not?

Can you calculate the % probability 
of winning or losing?

If the player plays 100 times, 
how many times would they win?

If the player bet £1 each time, 
how much would they win/lose?

Construct the game and let someone play it 
20, 25 or 50 times 

and record the results.



FOLD & STICK

INSTRUCTIONS

Attach to cardboard and 
cut out the shape including the tabs.

Fold & stick the tabs to 
make the tetrahedral dice.

Is your game fair?
Why? Why not?

Can you calculate the % probability 
of winning or losing?

If the player plays 100 times, 
how many times would they win?

If the player bet £1 each time, 
how much would they win/lose?

Decide how many WIN and LOSE outcomes 
your dice will have.

How else could you make the game unfair?

Complete the faces before constructing the dice.

Let someone play the game 20, 25 or 50 times 
and record the results.

In this game, 
the player makes a bet and 

rolls a tetrahedral dice 
(an equilateral pyramid).

If the dice lands on WIN
the player gets double their bet.

If the dice lands on LOSE
they lose their bet.

Dicey Dice!



INSTRUCTIONS

Attach to cardboard and 
cut out the shape including the tabs.

Fold & stick the tabs to 
make the dice.

Is your game fair?
Why? Why not?

Can you calculate the % probability 
of winning or losing?

If the player plays 100 times, 
how many times would they win?

If the player bet £1 each time, 
how much would they win/lose?

Decide how many WIN and LOSE outcomes 
your dice will have.

How else could you make the game unfair?

Complete the faces before constructing the dice.

Let someone play the game 20, 25 or 50 times 
and record the results.

In this game, 
the player makes a bet and 

rolls the 10-sided dice.

If the dice shows WIN
the player gets double their bet.

If the dice lands on LOSE
they lose their bet.

Dicey Dice!
VERY 

TRICKY!



Super Spinner!

In this game, 
the player makes a bet and 

spins the spinner.

If the spinner lands on WIN
the player gets double their bet.

If the spinner lands on LOSE
they lose their bet.

Is your game fair?
Why? Why not?

Can you calculate the % probability 
of winning or losing?

If the player plays 100 times, 
how many times would they win?

If the player bet £1 each time, 
how much would they win/lose?

INSTRUCTIONS

Attach to cardboard, cut out and 
carefully push a pencil through 

the centre hole.

Decide how many WIN and LOSE outcomes 
your spinner will have.

How else could you make the game unfair?

Complete the spinner before constructing it.

Let someone play the game 20, 25 or 50 times 
and record the results.
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In this game, the player makes a bet and 
throws a coin or dice into the tray.

The ‘casino employee’ decides whether 
the dice is on a WIN! or a LOSE square.

If the dice lands on WIN
the player gets double their bet.

If the dice lands on LOSE
they lose their bet.

If the coin/dice hits any side then the 
player must re-throw!

Lucky Landing!

Is your game fair?
Why? Why not?

Can you calculate the % probability 
of winning or losing?

If the player plays 100 times, 
how many times would they win?

If the player bet £1 each time, 
how much would they win/lose?

Decide how many WIN and LOSE outcomes 
your game will have.

Complete the board before constructing it.
Let someone play the game 20, 25 or 50 times 

and record the results.
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In this game, the player makes a bet and 
throws a coin or dice into the tray.

The ‘casino employee’ decides whether 
the dice is on a WIN! or a LOSE square.

If the dice lands on WIN
the player gets double their bet.

If the dice lands on LOSE
they lose their bet.

If the coin/dice hits any side then the 
player must re-throw!

Lucky Landing!

Is your game fair?
Why? Why not?

Can you calculate the % probability 
of winning or losing?

If the player plays 100 times, 
how many times would they win?

If the player bet £1 each time, 
how much would they win/lose?

Decide how many WIN and LOSE outcomes 
your game will have.

Complete the board before constructing it.
Let someone play the game 20, 25 or 50 times 

and record the results.


